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Reproducible research

Anything in a scientific paper should be reproducible by the reader.

Source: http://www.sciencecartoonsplus.com/
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Literate programming

(..) is a methodology that combines a programming language with a 
documentation language, thereby making programs more robust, more 

portable, more easily maintained - Donald Knuth

Source: http://www-cs-faculty.stanford.edu/~uno/lp.html
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Reproducible research

Science Magazine. 26 October 2007: Vol. 318 no. 5850 p. 612
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What does it mean for EO?
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Virtualization

(...) the act of creating a virtual (rather than actual) version of something, 
including (but not limited to) a virtual computer hardware platform, operating 
system (OS), storage device, or computer network resources - Wikipedia
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Docker

Docker is an open-source project that automates the deployment of 
applications inside software containers - Wikipedia

Virtual machine Docker container

Source: https://www.docker.com/whatisdocker/
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Big data

~ When the sample is close to the Population ~

Source: http://www.digitalstrategy.ie/big-data-for-marketers/
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Array DBMS

(...) homogeneous collections of data items, sitting on a regular grid of one, 
two, or more dimensions. - Wikipedia
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SciDB

It is an array database designed for 
multidimensional data management and analytics

Source: http://paradigm4.com/HTMLmanual/13.3/scidb_ug/ch01s02.html
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SciDB Chunks

Large arrays are split into chunks 
which are distributed among instances

Source: http://en.Wikipedia.org/wiki/Professor%27s_Cube
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SciDB Array

Attributes, dimensions and chunks.

Source: http://paradigm4.com/HTMLmanual/13.3/scidb_ug/ch01s02.html

CREATE ARRAY Simple_ArrayCREATE ARRAY Simple_Array
< < v1v1:: double,double,

v2v2 :  : int64,int64,

v3v3 :  : string >string >

[[II =  = 0:0:**, , 55, , 00, , 

JJ =  = 0:90:9, , 55, , 00];];

AttributesAttributes DimDim Dim size Chunk Chunk 
v1, v2, v3 I, J * is unbounded size overlap
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SciDB Architecture

It uses a shared-nothing architecture

Source: http://paradigm4.com/HTMLmanual/14.8/scidb_ug/ch01s04.html
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Reproducing an article
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Did Amazon forests green up 
during 2005 drought?

HW & SW, Data gathering, ETL, Computation, Aftermath
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Reproducing a paper using  
SciDB AFL

1.  Load MOD09Q1 tiles
2.  Extract pixels covering Amazon
3.  Compute EVI2
4.  Compute mean and STDEV for 2000-2006 

and 2005
5.  Join
6. Calculate anomalies
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1 - MODIS Array
CREATE ARRAY MOD09Q1_BR_2000_2013

<red red : int16, 

nir nir : int16, 

qualityquality: uint16>

[col_id col_id = 48000:67199, 10141014, 55,

row_id row_id =  38400:52799, 10141014, 55,

time_id time_id = 0:9200, 11,  00];

Note the time dimension



2 - Extract pixels covering Amazon

store(
between(

filter(MOD09Q1_BR_2000_2013,

time_id % 46 >= 23 and 
time_id % 46 <= 34 and 
quality = 4096

), 48000, 38400, 0, 67199, 52799, 321
), MODIS_AMZ_BQ_JAS

);

Selects the data using spatial (amazon), 
temporal (JAS 2000-2006), and quality criteria



3 - Compute EVI2

store(

apply(MODIS_AMZ_BQ_JAS, 

evi2, 2.5*((nir-red)/(nir+2.4*red+(1*10000)))

),

MODIS_AMZ_BQ_JAS_EVI2

);

Compute EVI for each cell



4 - Compute mean and STDEV
store(

aggregate(
filter(MODIS_AMZ_BQ_JAS_EVI2, 

time_id <= 229 or time_id >= 276
), 
avg(evi2) as evi2_avg_jas_2000_2006, 
stdev (evi2) as evi2_stdev_jas_2000_2006, 
col_id, 
row_id

), 
MODIS_AMZ_BQ_JAS_EVI2_AVG_2000_2006

);

The average of 2005 is calculated in a similar wsay and stored as 
MODIS_AMZ_BQ_JAS_EVI2_AVG_2005



5 - Join

store(

join(

MODIS_AMZ_BQ_JAS_EVI2_AVG_2000_2006,

MODIS_AMZ_BQ_JAS_EVI2_AVG_2005

), 

MODIS_AMZ_EVI2_COMP

);

Join time series 2000-2006 to 2005



6 - Calculates Anomalies

store(
apply(MODIS_AMZ_EVI2_COMP, 

evi_anomaly,

(evi2_avg_jas_2005 – evi2_avg_jas_2000_2006) 
/ evi2_stdev_jas_2000_2006

), 
MODIS_AMZ_EVI2_ANOM

);
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Results

https://github.com/albhasan/amazonGreenUp2005



Wrap up
• Reproducible EO research?

– It is possible but it requires work
– SciDB is not spatio-temporal enabled

• Literate programming
– Array DB can manage large amounts of 

data. Perhaps through a central 
repository of known datasets (Landsat, 
MODIS...)

– AFL is not the appropriate language



Resources

– Dockerized SciDB (install or compile)
https://github.com/albhasan/docker_scidb

– Reproduce an article running 2 scripts
https://github.com/albhasan/amazonGreenUp2005
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Thanks!

In complex systems there is no relationship between information gathered 
and the decision made

Ed Horwood's Short Law #8


